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 Together We Have WAGGED The World!
We have successfully completed the four phases of the World Angel Grid
(WAG). Thousands of IET students world-wide joined in this historic event. As
you can read in Ariel’s Message on page 2, our WAG energy has begun to tip
the scales in our world from fear to love!  Now, Angel Ariel invites us to
awaken the Heartseeds of Compassion, practice Homecoming, and continue
to help the angels heal the world one-heart-at-a-time.

Angel Ariel Spreads her Wings and her Message
Originally published in 1997, Angel Ariel’s Interview with an Angel is now in
its 8th Random House Dell Books printing. Furthermore, Random House has
just informed us that they are making Interview with an Angel available as an
e-book to help spread Angel Ariel’s message even further. Interview with an
Angel has also been published in Brazil (in Portuguese), Italy (in Italian), and
Australia (in English). When an angel speaks, people listen!

IET for Pets Home Study Course
In addition to the traditional 1-day IET for Pets classes taught by certified IET
Master-Instructors, we are currently working on an IET for Pets Home Study
Course that will be available this summer to any IET student who has completed
the Basic Level IET class. Please see page 5 for details.

New IET Class Agendas
Modeled after the weekend and extended-weekend class agendas developed
by Stevan Thayer when he taught IET classes at the Omega Institute and the
Kripalu Center, we are pleased to introduce a “Unified” IET Basic + Healing
Angels weekend class agenda, as well as an “Intensive” Basic + Intermediate
+ Advanced extended weekend class agenda. Both are designed to provide
students with complete trainings and deeper experiences, in a weekend format.
Now Master-Instructors can offer IET classes using our traditional 1-day class
agendas or our new class agendas. Please see page 4 for details.

When Stevan began teaching IET® in
1994, he asked the angels to help spread
IET beyond its origins in New Jersey to
New York, or even New England. The
angels have done this and more. Today
there are IET students in 55 countries
including Austria, Belarus, Estonia,
Singapore, Suriname, and Trinidad. We
are truly honored and blessed by what
the angels (and IET Master-Instructor
Earth Angels) have done.

IET® continued to grow at a wonderful
rate in 2008. We now have over 2,100
Integrated Energy Therapy® Master-
Instructors who have taught more than
8,250 IET classes that have been held
in over 25 countries with over 32,000
Basic, Intermediate, Advanced, and
Master-Instructor IET students taught.

Healing the World
One-Heart-At-A-Time
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Messages From Angel Ariel
During the last year, Stevan has channeled three messages from Angel Ariel about the current state of our world. We have
excerpted the highlights of her messages below. You can read the complete text of Angel Ariel’s messages on our website at
www.LearnIET.com/messages_from_ariel.htm.

The Earth’s Transformational Shift - Part 1: A message from Angel Ariel channeled on
March 11, 2008 by Stevan J. Thayer. “Your world is in a time of rapid change in which the veils that
separate the human from the angelic realms continue to grow thinner. This thinning of the veils is
increasing the Angelic vibration and creating a polarization of energies in your world. This polarization
moves people into resonance either with fear or with love. Ultimately love will prevail. Why is this
happening now? The answer is because you are ready. Fear is manifesting itself with great intensity
in many forms including war, genocide, terrorism, insurgency, and civil conflicts. Love is manifesting
itself with equally great intensity, but not yet in equally great numbers in your world. But numbers are
not important. Only the power of love being brought through is. As the force of fear moves through
your world, you will find that rapid change will occur, leading to instability. It will at times appear that

there is no firm place for you to stand. The energy of love is rock solid. It is eternal and unchangeable. It is always available.
It is your foundation when things around you are in transition. Invite us to lift the burden of fear from you. Invite us to help you
remember who you truly are – love incarnate in the world.”

The Earth’s Transformational Shift - Part 2: A message from Angel Ariel channeled on June 10, 2008 by Stevan
J. Thayer. “As the energy of the transformational shift continues, those who answer our call, and are drawn by the ever
increasing vibration of love, will find themselves experiencing longer and longer periods of deep calm, peace, joy, and love,
the likes of which they have never experienced before. As this happens, they may also find that they experience unexpected
episodes of fear that seem to arise out of nowhere. This fear may take the form of unease, nervousness, or anxiety about the
future. It may even manifest as increased levels of stress, feelings of helplessness, even hopelessness. If you are having any
of these experiences then rest assured that you are caught up in the fire of the shift, the fire of transformation, and the energy
of the transformational shift is carrying you like a wave and will bring you back into peace, harmony, joy, and ease.”

Homecoming: By Angel Ariel, Channeled on 1-1-09 by Stevan J. Thayer “Every human being is driven by a deep inner
longing to live their life’s essential action, fulfill their soul’s mission, and be who they were created to be. When a person’s
energy field vibrates with the vibration of love, they discover (Envision) their Divine Energetic Potential, claim (Embrace) it
through self-will, and ultimately bring (Enact) their sacred gifts of creativity, wisdom, healing, and service into the world as a
wonderful expression of their soul’s mission, causing them to live in the Dimension of Love. The Earth’s Transformational
Shift is aimed at ultimately having every human being live in the Dimension of Love. Yet, you currently see the opposite taking
place in many instances. The cause for this incongruity is the energy of fear. When a person is infused with the vibration of
fear, it is their Ego’s need for more money, more status, more experiences, and more “things” to help them feel less fearful,
that is Enacted in the world. All the while they ignore the negative effect that their actions have on themselves, your planet,
the plants and animals you share your planet with, or even the well being of other people. While many people are living in the
Dimension of Fear, other people are cycling between the Dimension of Fear and the Dimension of Love. These people have
followed and practiced the gifts of healing that we have taught and are being transported into the Dimension of Love. And
when the energy of fear brings them back into the Dimension of Fear, they bring themselves back into the Dimension of Love
once again. Each time they spend a longer time in the Dimension of Love.

The scales are beginning to tip from fear to love and the fear created world, like a house of cards, is beginning to collapse, and
a Homecoming, a return to the mission of your soul, is beginning to take place. Homecoming is built upon the activity of
consciously aligning yourself with the increasing vibration of love by periodically turning your attention away from seeking
worldly treasures and towards seeking the sacred treasures within. We invite you to set aside time every day to use your joy
stone to bless everyone, awaken your Heartseeds of Compassion, heal your pain and suffering, and send the power of your
compassion, through the World Angel Grid, to end all pain and all suffering everywhere. If at times you fall into fear, simply
take a spiritual time out and practice Homecoming. As you spend time in Homecoming, you will experience increased
synchronicity in your life, you will Enact your soul’s mission, you will live increasingly in the present moment, you will see the
sacred in the every day events of your life, and you will help us with our mission of healing the world one heart at a time,
starting with yours.”
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Coming Home in 2009 ....

My desire for 2009 is to simplify my life.  My hope is that “as within, so without” and
as I begin to simplify my life, the world will begin to do the same.  As a world, we have
increased complexity and consumption to the point where we need to take a hard look
at what is meant by “enough”.  As I’ve gotten older, my definition of “enough” has
changed (as I’m sure it has for others), and it’s time to take a look at that.  I would like
to live my life with “enough” rather than “more” in 2009.  So, I wish you “enough” in
your lives as well – enough joy, health, prosperity, and enough in all areas of your life.

I spent the first half of my life living in my brain and stuffing all of the traumatic feelings
and memories of my life into my body. Needless to say if you had invited me back then
to “go within” and find the treasures, I would have likely reacted with “Are you kidding?
It’s an emotional toxic waste dump in there! I’m doing everything I can to avoid it.”
Today, thanks to the angelic healing gifts of IET, my inner emotional toxic waste dump
has been mostly cleared and I not only enjoy practicing Homecoming but I find that it
is a favorite part of my day. Whenever fearful events in the world cause me to enter into
fear and doubt, I take a spiritual time out as Angel Ariel suggests, and I awaken the
energy of Compassion and practice Homecoming. It is like when I laid on my blanket,
and had milk and cookies as a child. I feel safe, nurtured, and loved. Please join with
me and take spiritual time outs this year and not only will we feel safe, nurtured, and
loved, but together we will bring positive change to our world.

For the most part, I feel excitement and wonder when I think of 2009.  I say this
because the level of fear present in 2008, at times, was a challenge for me.  I have had
many examples in my life of how the angels have been there for me creating wonderful
perfectly timed opportunities.  Remembering these perfect opportunities when I am
challenged by fear happens best in meditation.  Quieting my mind through meditation
and connecting with my angels on a daily basis helps me stay balanced and focused on
what is important to me.  We all know the energy of fear is contagious, but we also
know through our personal relationship with IET and our angels that the energy of love
is even more powerful.  Meditation is a very important part of "remembering and
connecting" with the energy of love.  I wish you the very best in 2009 and I thank you
all for being a part of my journey.

Homecoming is about being at home within myself.  It is me, being and living from my
soul’s essence and carrying this feeling of wholeness and fullness into all the aspects of
my life.  It is me being a mother the way I express motherhood.  It is me being a
teacher the way I express being a teacher.  It is me being a friend the way I express
being a friend.  When I express myself this way, I am so alive; and that joy and passion
gets carried into all that I do and excites others to live from their soul’s essence.  This
way we encourage each other with joy, compassion and unity, creating the heartbeat
and rhythm of our earth.  Blessings for a warm, joy-filled and alive 2009 that beats with
creativity, courage, laughter and trust all flowing from each of us to one another on that
highway of compassion we created during the fourth phase of the World Angel Grid.

Stevan Thayer

Carol Armitage

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson
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The Masters Matters Newsletter
In 2008 we introduced a new electronic newsletter for
Master-Instructors called “Masters Matters”. Published
twice a year, it features articles on new IET techniques
(like the Blessing Bowl Process), applying IET to special
situations (like working with babies or couples), and special
insights from Angel Ariel. Masters are encouraged to share
what they learn from Masters Matters with their students.
Masters can find past issues of Masters Matters in the For
Instructors Only section of our website. If you are a Master
and did not receive our Masters Matters newletter please
send us your current email address.

Most Active Teachers Conference Calls
In 2008 we also introduced new quarterly conference calls
with our “Most Active” IET teachers. We held separate
calls for the US, Canada, and Europe. We identified the
most active teachers in each of these three regions and
invited them to participate. During these calls, the IET
Trainers shared their insights on new IET techniques and
on problem solving. Participants shared their miracles and
challenges, and we used WAG techniques to direct the
group’s healing energy individually to each person. It has
been a wonderful success and will be continued in 2009
with the current list of most active IET teachers.

IET Retreats for Master-Instructors and
IET Festivals of Angelic Light and Special Events for all IET Students

Supporting Masters: In 1999, in an effort to support Master-Instructors both in creating community and sharing new
IET techniques, we held our first IET Master-Instructor Retreat, a 1-day event, in NY State. Since that time the IET
Master-Instructor community has expanded worldwide and in an effort to support as many Masters as we can, we have
held 19 more MI Retreats over the past 8 years. We have varied the length, cost, agenda, location, and frequency of the
retreats. We have held 1-day retreats as well as 2.5-day retreats. We have also tried holding retreats in one, two, five,
and six locations a year, as well as one, two, and three countries a year. When we look at the data, we find that we can
reach the largest number of IET Master-Instructors, and provide the most support, by offering 1-day retreats, in up to 6
locations in 3 countries, every other year, so our next MI Retreats will be held in 2010. See you there!

Supporting all IET Students: Over the past years we have introduced “IET Special Events” like IET Energy Shares,
WAG Parties, Blessing Bowl ceremonies, and special Steps to Transformation days, that are being offered by many area
Master-Instructors to their local IET communities. Hundreds of these Special IET Events have been hosted to date with
very positive results. This year we plan to expand this further by helping Master-Instructors offer special “IET Festival
of Angelic Light” days, open to all IET students, and filled with IET energy techniques, sharing, and healing. We have
even introduced an “IET Special Events” page on our website to help Masters publicize their special events.

Finding New Ways To Support Our IET Community

Introducing New Agendas That Enhance Our Current IET Classes
(Masters can find the full agendas for theses classes in the For Instructors Only section of our website.)

Unified Basic Level + Healing Angels
Weekend Class

The objective of this unified class is to provide a two-day
training in which students learn how to personally connect
with the Healing Angels of the Energy Field and direct their
energy into the nine IET cellular memory areas for healing.
Students of the individual Basic and Healing Angels classes
say that the new unified program provided them with a
deeper, more powerful experience than the individual
classes did. Graduates of the unified class receive IET
Basic and Healing Angels Certificates.

Suggested US price: $260.00
(a 10% savings off individual classes)

Intensive Basic + Intermediate + Advanced
Extended Weekend Class

The objective of this intensive class is to allow students to
complete a full three level IET training class in one extended
weekend. Since all students attend all three levels taught
consecutively, an accelerated training agenda can be used,
and the class can be offered starting early on a Friday
evening and ending on the following Sunday evening.
Graduates of the intensive class receive IET Basic,
Intermediate, and Advanced Level Certificates.

Suggested US price: $560.00
(a 10% savings off individual classes)
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Order on-line at www.LearnIET.com or by phone: call The Center of Being, Inc. on USA (845) 657-7220.
All prices are in $US dollars. Shipping charges will be applied.

In 2002 we introduced our IET for Pets Class to support Basic Level IET students who wanted to know how to adapt
their IET skills to work on cats, dogs, and horses. The IET for Pets class has been very well received by those students
who have attended it, and many pets have benefited from the IET sessions they have received. Unfortunately, while IET
Master-Instructors teach over a thousand Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced IET classes each year, there have been
less than 50 IET for Pets classes taught annually. This has resulted in an ever increasing number of emails from IET
students who are frustrated that they cannot find an IET for Pets class being taught in their area. We are therefore
offering the IET for Pets class as a home study course to all IET students who have taken at least the Basic Level IET
Class. Note: This is the only IET class we will offer as a home study course as it does not require any additional
attunements beyond the Basic Level attunement.

Coming Soon: Our New IET for Pets Home Study Course!

Price  $65 - includes guide book, 3 audio CDs, and Certificate.
(Note: CE hours are not available for this home study course).

Save up to 25% With Our Special Audio Product Offers

Our Steps Special 8 CD Set Includes
1. Heartlink with your angel
2. Activate your 12-Strand DNA
3. Clearing Your Karma
4. IET Forgiveness Process
5. IET Empowered Heart Process
6. Future Life Progression
7. Freedom Process
8. Powersteps to Transformation

Price:  $70.00 ( $94.00 if purchased individually)

Our WAG Special 3 CD Set Includes
1. WAG 2 - Healing Yourself - Healing the Planet
2. WAG 3 - Creating Pure Joy with the Cherubs
3. WAG 4 - Awakening the HeartSeeds of Compassion
4. A Joy Stone used in WAG 3 & 4

Price:  $32.00 ( $41.00 if purchased individually)

You can pre-order your IET for Pets Home Study
Course now and receive it (with free shipping) when
it becomes available starting this summer 2009. It
will include an IET Guide for Working with Pets
and a Certificate, as well as a 3 audio CD set by
IET Trainer Stevan Thayer covering the soul’s
mission of these pets, their cellular memory areas,
the location of their Integration points, and a home
practice session for each pet.

Study with Stevan Special

WAG Special

+++

++

Our Study With Stevan 9 CD Set Includes
1. Study With Stevan IET Basic Level - 3 CDs
2. Study With Stevan IET Intermediate Level - 3 CDs
3. Study With Stevan IET Advanced Level - 3 CDs

Price:  $75.00 ( $81.00 if purchased individually)

Steps Special

+ + +

+ + +

+ + +
IET for Cats IET for Dogs IET for Horses

This CD set is designed for students who have already taken the
Basic to Advanced Level IET classes to help them review and
master the IET techniques. This is not a Home Study Course.
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Announcing IET’s
Top 28 Instructors of 2008

Our IET community has grown to over 32,000 Basic, Intermediate, Advanced, and Master-Instructor students. This rapid
growth in the size of the worldwide IET classroom is due to the loving work of the hundreds of IET Master-Instructors who
have responded to their heart’s desire to teach, have faced their fears and, with the help of their angels, taught IET classes.
In 2008, 233 Master-Instructors taught one or more IET classes. Collectively they taught just over 1,100 Basic, Intermediate,
and Advanced Classes, and just over 3,600 students. The largest class had 22 students and there were many 1-student
“private” classes. The average class size was 3 students. We offer our profound gratitude to all IET Master-Instructors who
have taught IET to one or to one hundred students. It is through their loving work that we are fulfilling the angels’ mission of
healing the world one-heart-at-a-time.

The Top 28 IET Instructors for 2008 are the Master-Instructors who, based on the class lists we have received, have taught
the largest number of Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced IET students over the period December 1, 2007 to December 1,
2008. Instructors teaching classes together were counted as one (hence there are 29 names listed below). Collectively, these
Top Instructors taught over 1750 IET students during this time period. In addition to having their names listed alphabetically
below, they will be able to list their 2009 IET classes on our website, receive a special “Top 28 Instructors of 2008” certificate
from The Center of Being, and will be honored on our www.LearnIET.com website.

Please join with us in sending a heartlink of congratulations to our 2008 Top Instructors listed alphabetically below.

Mieke Michielsen, Zoersel, Antwerp, Belgium
Delphine Morizot, Le Taillan Medoc, France
Gretta Murphy, Eyeries, Beara, Co. Cork, Ireland
Lynn Neilson, Roxboro, QC, Canada
Carmel O’Callaghan, Mallow, Co. Cork, Ireland
Janet O’Shea, Pearl River, NY, USA
Leon Pelletier, Sedona, AZ, USA
Patricia Penot, Fontainebleau, France
Paulette Richard-O’Rourke, Mashpee, MA, USA
Phoenix Rising Star, Sedona, AZ, USA
Diane Shewmaker, Olympia, WA, USA
Andrey Sokurov, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Marina Sokurov, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Sinead Sugrue, Curragh, Co. Kildare, Ireland

Sr. Anita Brelage, Oldenburg, IN, USA
Edmond Carroll, Athboy, Co. Meath, Ireland
Noeleen Connolly, Derry, Co. Derry, N.Ireland
Tina Daly, North Hollywood, CA, USA
Mary Doherty, Cork, Co. Cork, Ireland
Judy Garbow, Cumberland, ME, USA
Patricia Guerin, Suffern, NY, USA
Annelies Hoornik, Capelle aan den Ijssel, NL
Cindy Kilgo-Brooks, Bernville, PA, USA
Anita Knight, Ottawa, ON, Canada
Maria Kramer-Robinson, Hempstead, NY, USA
Rose Lippett, Castlederg, Co. Tyrone, N.Ireland
Sky Lubka, Palm City, FL, USA
Michelle McCarthy, W. Springfield, MA, USA
Margaret McEwan, Rothes, Banffshire, Scotland

In addition to the Top 28 in 2008, a special “Instructor Of The Year” award is given to
the one IET Master-Instructor who has both taught the most IET students over the
period December 1, 2007 to December 1, 2008 and received wonderful reviews from
his/her students. It is our pleasure to announce that the Instructor Of The Year for 2008
is Annelies Hoornik of Capelle aan den Ijssel, Netherlands. Annelies will receive the
2008 Instructor Of The Year certificate from The Center Of Being and she will be
honored on our www.LearnIET.com website.

Annelies became an IET Master-Instructor in 2005 and has been a top teacher since
2006. She teaches IET classes, and Angel Workshops through her “Engelencursus,
Spiritueel Groeien” center.

2008’s IET® Instructor of the Year
Annelies Hoornik

Annelies Hoornik
2008 IET

Instructor of the Year
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When It Hurts – IET Can Help You Self-Heal
2009 Integrated Energy Therapy® Master-Instructor Class Schedule

How often have you experienced a sudden unexpected downturn in physical, emotional, or mental wellness? One of the
greatest gifts of IET is that it empowers you to work on yourself to direct the power of angelic energy to bring and keep you
on the upward path. In addition, whenever you direct IET, either through client sessions or teaching classes to support others,
your personal spiritual self-healing journey is accelerated.

Our IET Master-Instructor class takes the power of IET to its ultimate level. Our program lets you immerse
yourself in all the IET energy rays, which optimizes your 12-strand DNA, and helps you reach for the stars
in your own life. Saturday’s agenda is focused on using sacred geometry to harness the IET energy rays
as you work directly with the 12-Strand DNA for your self-healing as well as for supporting others. You
will learn the 12-Strand Alignment Technique, the IET Powerburst Technique, the I-Chi Technique, the
Karma Clearing Technique, and more. Sunday’s Agenda is focused on DNA techniques for attuning IET
students and teaching Basic, Intermediate, Advanced, Pets, Kids, and Healing Angels IET classes.

USA CE Hours: 16 NCBTMB Massage CE hours are available for this class.

* Accelerated Training Locations: we are offering special  “accelerated training” in cooperation with area Masters at these locations where
you can take all four IET levels (Basic to Master-Instructor) in a special 5-day training and receive 10% off!

For Up To Date IET Class Listings: As the year unfolds, we may be offering additional Master-Instructor classes in 2009. If we do, they will
be included in an email announcement as well as listed on www.LearnIET.com.

Registration:  IET Master-Instructor classes are in general open to the first 20 students who register with a paid deposit.    All IET Master-
Instructor classes run from 9:30 AM to 6:00 PM on Saturday and 9:30 AM to 5:00 PM on Sunday unless otherwise noted.  Please see page
8 for registration procedures.

      Class Days & Dates 2009

Sat. & Sun. February 7 & 8, 2009

Sat. & Sun. March 14 & 15, 2009

Sat. & Sun. March 28 & 29, 2009

Sat. & Sun. April 25 & 26, 2009

Sat. & Sun. April 25 & 26, 2009

Sat. & Sun. April 25 & 26, 2009

Sat. & Sun. May 2 & 3, 2009

Sat. & Sun. May 16 & 17, 2009

Sat. & Sun. May 30 & 31, 2009

Sat. & Sun. May 30 & 31, 2009

Sat. & Sun. June 20 & 21, 2009

Sat. & Sun. June 27 & 28, 2009

Sat. & Sun. August 22 & 23, 2009

Sat. & Sun. August 22 & 23, 2009

Sat. & Sun. September 12 & 13, 2009

Sat. & Sun. September 19 & 20, 2009

Sat. & Sun. September 26 & 27, 2009

Sat. & Sun. October 3 & 4, 2009

Sat. & Sun. October 3 & 4, 2009

Sat. & Sun. October 17 & 18, 2009

Sat. & Sun. October 24 & 25, 2009

Sat. & Sun. November 7 & 8, 2009

       Location

Richmond, VA, USA

Sherman Oaks, CA, USA

Plymouth, MA, USA

Sedona, AZ, USA*

Saugerties, NY, USA

Cork, Co. Cork, Ireland*

Sand Point, ID, USA

Eatontown, NJ, USA

Rochester, NY, USA

Ottawa, ON, Canada

W. Springfield, MA, USA*

Schoten, Belgium

Montreal, QC, Canada

St. Cloud, MN, USA*

Brunswick, ME, USA

St. Louis, MO, USA

Palm City, FL, USA*

West Dublin, Ireland

Oldenburg, IN, USA*

London, ON, Canada

Bensalem, PA, USA*

Hempstead, NY, USA*

    Trainer

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson

Stevan Thayer

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson

Karen Puglia

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson

Karen Puglia

Stevan Thayer

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson

Karen Puglia

Maria Peterson

Karen Puglia

Stevan Thayer

Maria Peterson

Maria Peterson

Karen Puglia

Karen Puglia
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The Center Of Being, Inc.
PO Box 883, Woodstock, NY 12498-0883 USA

phone (845) 657-7220  fax (845) 657-6050

Visit us 24 hours a day on the web at
www.IntegratedEnergyTherapy.com

www.CenterOfBeing.com
www.LearnIET.com
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HOW TO REGISTER FOR OUR IET MI CLASSES

    * Note: some of our MI classes include an optional lunch at an additional fee.

Register On-Line With Credit Card Deposit Payment Via Our Internet Booking Form:  You can register
on-line through our secure server by selecting the Master-Instructor Level tab on our www.LearnIET.com
website. Then select the “register on-line” feature on the bottom of the page. Simply fill out the on-line form. We
will send you a detailed registration confirmation.

Register by Phone With Credit Card Deposit Payment:  You can register by phone by calling us at The
Center of Being at USA (845) 657-7220 (please remember the Center is on Eastern U.S. Time). We will take your
registration information over the phone.

Register With Check or Wire Transfer Deposit Payment:  We can accept $US checks, $CDN checks, and
€Euro checks payable to The Center of Being. In Europe, wire transfer payments can be made to our Bank of
Ireland account. Please call us for account details. Please mail your check along with a note indicating the class you
wish to register for, to: The Center of Being, PO Box 883, Woodstock, NY 12498 USA. Phone: (845) 657-7220

It Pays To Register Early!  Our early bird student class fee applies when your student registration deposit is received
at least 30 days prior to the class date; otherwise, the normal class fee applies.

 MI Class          Student Early  Student Student         Reviewer
 Location Bird Fee*             Normal Fee* Deposit    (Early/Nor-
mal)*USA $635 US $685 US $210 US     $95/$105 US
Ireland & Belgium €635 Euro €685 Euro €210     €95/€105
Canada $685 CDN $735 CDN $250 CDN     $100/$110 CDN
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